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Codeless Deep Learning of COVID-19 Chest X-Ray
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Objectives: This paper proposes a method for computer-assisted diagnosis of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) through
chest X-ray imaging using a deep learning model without writing a single line of code using the Konstanz Information Miner
(KNIME) analytics platform. Methods: We obtained 155 samples of posteroanterior chest X-ray images from COVID-19
open dataset repositories to develop a classification model using a simple convolutional neural network (CNN). All of the
images contained diagnostic information for COVID-19 and other diseases. The model would classify whether a patient was
infected with COVID-19 or not. Eighty percent of the images were used for model training, and the rest were used for testing. The graphic user interface-based programming in the KNIME enabled class label annotation, data preprocessing, CNN
model training and testing, performance evaluation, and so on. Results: 1,000 epochs training were performed to test the
simple CNN model. The lower and upper bounds of positive predictive value (precision), sensitivity (recall), specificity, and
f-measure are 92.3% and 94.4%. Both bounds of the model’s accuracies were equal to 93.5% and 96.6% of the area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve for the test set. Conclusions: In this study, a researcher who does not have basic knowledge of python programming successfully performed deep learning analysis of chest x-ray image dataset using the KNIME independently. The KNIME will reduce the time spent and lower the threshold for deep learning research applied to healthcare.
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I. Introduction
According to a market report, artificial intelligence (AI) in
healthcare is expected to grow rapidly in the next 5 years [1].
Healthcare-related AI publications have been increasing by
an average of 17% every year since 1995 [2,3]. Future studies are expected to use machine learning or deep learning
models. However, few professionals, such as doctors, professors, and researchers, have opportunities to learn programming languages and apply AI in their research. As a solution,
graphic user interface (GUI) tools have been developed.
Keras UI [4], a laboratory virtual instrument engineering
workbench, the Waikato environment for knowledge analysis, and the Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) analytics
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platform are tools that can analyze data without coding.
Keras UI can run the training process by uploading dataset
items (images) to the web application by pressing the train
button. The results are provided in a log file. The tool’s advantage is that personal computer (PC) performance is not
an issue because the dataset is uploaded to a web server. Even
a smartphone can serve this purpose. Furthermore, model
verification is easy because it provides the model’s weights as
the result [4]. The laboratory virtual instrument engineering
workbench enables ease of use with the application’s GUI. It
is also efficient in running and avoiding unnecessary operations, especially in repeated tasks, such as looping structures.
This makes the application reliable and efficient. In addition, it minimizes the complexity by requiring fewer nodes
[5]. The entry barrier is not high for beginners in learning
and handling tools. However, customizing the code in detail is not an option in graphical format. The advantages of
the Waikato environment for knowledge analysis are that it
provides a wealth of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms, and it is open-source and fully implemented in Java,
which allows it to be run on almost any platform. The main
disadvantage is that all data are supposed to be in the main
memory. Not many algorithms may run data increasingly or
in batches. In addition, C/C++ implementation is relatively
faster than Java implementation [6].
In this paper, we introduce the KNIME analytics platform,
which addresses the shortcomings of these existing tools
and is capable of performing state-of-the-art deep learning algorithms [7], such as convolutional neural network
(CNN) analysis. We performed a deep learning analysis to
determine whether a patient was infected with coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19) using a simple CNN model [8].
Thus, we validated the performance of the model, which is
meaningful during the COVID-19 pandemic. By applying
the methods used in this study, professionals who are not
familiar with coding will be able to begin research with machine learning or deep learning analysis.

II. Methods
1. Installation and Settings
In this study, a PC with an Intel I7 8700 K 3.70 GHz processor, 32 GB DDR4 RAM, NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 8 GB,
Anaconda with Python, and TensorFlow was used. Once the
installation of the KNIME analysis platform was complete,
the latest Anaconda was downloaded from https://docs.
knime.com/latest/python_installation_guide/#anaconda_
setup. The procedures to install Anaconda and KNIME ex-
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tensions were followed as shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
After installing Anaconda and extensions, we went to the
Preference menu located at “File→Preferences,” to create the
Conda and Deep Learning Conda environment as shown in
Figure 3. If a PC has a graphic card, a graphics processing
unit (GPU) environment can be created for deep learning.
2. Preprocessing of Dataset
In this study, we extracted 88 patients diagnosed positive to
COVID-19 and 67 negatives. All patients were admitted to
the intensive care unit. The dataset is collected from public
sources, such as the Italian Society of Medical and Interventional Radiology, the Hannover Medical School, and other
institutions [9,10]. Data consisting of two different formats
were converted to Portable Network Graphics. To make sorting simple, we put “1_” in front of the file names of the positive dataset and “0_” of the negative dataset.
As shown in Figure 4, the “List Files” node imported the
dataset. “Sorter” node sorted the data in ascending order,
which put negative data first, followed by positives. The “Rule
Engine” node classified the first 67 data as “negative” and the
rest as “positive” and added the classification column on the
datasheet. The “Row Sampling” node selected the data from
all rows to utilize them. The “Load and Preprocess Images
(local files)” node in KNIME handles the normalization and
resizing of the images. Right-clicking the node and clicking
“Component→Open” activated the editor window, which allowed us to normalize and resize the images to 150 × 150.
The “Column Filter” node removed unnecessary variables.
In the final preprocessing stage, a table for a deep learning
model was prepared by executing the “Table Writer” node.
Then, we trained a simple CNN model to conduct a computer-assisted diagnosis of COVID-19.
3. Training
The process of training and testing the model is depicted
in Figure 5. The table from preprocessing needed to be imported. The “DL Python Network Creator” node was coded
to generate a simple CNN. The user may check and modify
the code if necessary in configuration, which can be found
by right-clicking the node. First, the “Table Reader” node
imported the table stored in preprocessing. In the “Partitioning” node, the dataset was divided into two sets randomly.
Eighty percent of the dataset was selected to train the model,
and the rest was used to test it. The “Rule Engine” node was
used to set the rule of turning “negative” into 0 and “positive”
into 1. The “DL Python Network Learner” node learned the
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Figure 1. Installation procedures of Anaconda.
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A

Install KNIME extensions

D Install detail extensions

B Select extensions (1)

C Select extensions (2)

F

Restart

E License agreement
Figure 2. Installation procedures of extensions. (A) KNIME extensions should be installed to execute deep learning model. (B) Select
“KNIME Deep Learning – Keras Integration.” (C) Select “KNIME Image Processing,” “KNIME Image Processing – Deep Learning
Extension,” and “KNIME Image Processing – Python Extensions.” (D) Click “Finish.” (E) Agree to “License agreements.” (F) Restart.
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B New Conda environment

A

File > Preference > KNIME > Python

D File > Preference > KNIME > Python Deep Learning

E

C Python version

New Deep Learning Conda environment

F

Python version

Figure 3. Conda and Deep Learning Conda environment setting. (A) Select “Python3.” (B) Create “New Conda environment.” (C) Create
Python environment in which correct version is matched automatically. (D) Select “Use Special Deep Learning Configuration
as Defined Below.” (E) Create “New Deep Learning Conda environment.” (F) Create deep learning environment in which correct version is matched automatically.
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Figure 4. Example of overall preprocessing flow. (A) All nodes for preprocessing. (B) Import filenames of a dataset. (C) Sort by filenames. (D) Classify files as “positive” or “negative.” (E) Perform stratified sampling and Open “Load and Preprocess Images”
node by right-clicking the node→component→open. (F) Import components. (G) Add image column before filename column. (H) Normalize images. (I) Resize images by 150 × 150. (J) Filter out other columns except image and class columns.
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Figure 5. Example of overall deep learning flow. (A) All nodes for deep learning flow. (B) Import table of preprocessed dataset. (C) Divide the dataset into two, one for training and the other for testing. (D) Create a convolutional neural network. (E) Apply the
trained model. (F) Rename the column of ROC Curve. (G) Scores the model. (H) Show area under curve. (I) Train the model.
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Figure 6. Architecture of the simple convolutional neural network algorithm used in the study.
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Figure 7. Performance of a simple convolutional neural network (CNN) model in detecting COVID-19: “Scorer” node shows (A) accuracy statistics (true positive, false positive, true negative, false negative, sensitivity, specificity, F-measure, accuracy and
Cohen’s kappa; (B) confusion matrix (accuracy, Cohen’s kappa). (C) “ROC Curve” node shows area under the curve.

model, presented in Figure 6, using the training dataset from
the “Partitioning” node. The code was checked and modified
by right-clicking on the node and clicking on Setting. The
“DL Python Network Executor” node validated the model
that was learned using the test dataset. The result presents
the probability values. After the Executor node, the “Rule
Engine” node turned probabilities above 0.5 into “positive,”
and the rest into “negative.” The “Joiner” node combined
Vol. 27 • No. 1 • January 2021

two different files and compared them. One was the class of
the test dataset, and the other was the predicted value. The
Scorer node scored the performance of the model.
4. Performance Evaluation
We obtained true positives, false positives, true negatives,
false negatives, sensitivity (=recall), specificity, positive predictive value (=precision), accuracy, and area under curve.
www.e-hir.org
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III. Results
The extracted images were normalized and resized for equalization. After preprocessing of the dataset and training of a
simple CNN model, 1,000 epochs were performed to test the
model because the model’s accuracy increases until 1,000
epochs [11-13]. The lower and upper bounds of positive predictive value (precision), sensitivity (recall), specificity, and
F-measure are 92.3% and 94.4%. Both bounds of the accuracies of the model were equal to 93.5%. The area under curve
of the receiver operating characteristic curve was 96.6%, as
shown in Figure 7.

IV. Discussion
As the AI market in healthcare grows, research in the healthcare area has increased [1]. However, beginners have difficulty conducting research using machine learning or deep
learning. This paper describes the overall deep learning process of applying a simple CNN model via the KNIME analytics platform. KNIME does not require users to code because
they can follow the procedures with clicks, drags, and drops,
thanks to the GUI. In this study, we trained a simple CNN
model with data obtained from 155 intensive care unit patients; this work was expected to have implications for the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our analysis showed that the model
achieved 93.6% accuracy.
Prior studies also trained CNN models with X-ray images
and obtained similar results. Gao [14] stated that, as part
of the evidence used to distinguish COVID-19 from other
diseases, X-ray images play an essential role. The researcher
also mentioned that if hospitals have support in using Xray equipment and diagnosing COVID-19, it would lead to
cost savings. Ismael and Sengur [15] used pre-trained deep
CNN models (ResNet18, ResNet50, ResNet101, VGG16, and
VGG19) to obtain deep features with accuracies above 85%
and below 93%. Maghdid et al. [16] used a simple CNN and
modified the pre-trained AlexNet model, with accuracies of
94% and 98%, respectively. The researcher mentioned that
a simple CNN model could be used to diagnose COVID-19
and stimulate research. Our study also used a simple CNN
model to detect COVID-19 with a 93% accuracy without
writing a single line of code through the KNIME analytics
platform. This will contribute to lowering the threshold for
research in AI.
The KNIME automatically discovered the versions of python, CUDA, and Keras. It is fast and easy to build a workflow by dragging the nodes installed in extensions. Since the
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example codes for the models are not built-in, some parts are
necessary to search for and use the published nodes directly
from the KNIME Hub website. A total of 155 data used in
the analysis are difficult in view of generalization because
the volume of the dataset is small. Furthermore, the data collection period is also not long, requiring larger amounts of
data and broader periods of data in the future [17].
Codeless deep learning using the KNIME will reduce the
time spent and lower the threshold for deep learning research applied to healthcare because the KNIME provides a
user-friendly GUI and compatibility.
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